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STEADILY, a chess clock being punched with audience muffled
voices filters into prominence.

FADE IN:

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - DAY

BLITZ, early 20s, sits with her service dog at a chess bench
in the far southwest corer of Washington Square Park in South
Manhattan. 

NEW YORK CITY 

Wearing small virtually blacked-out lenses set in small round
motorcycle racing frames, Blitz snaps forth one lightening
chess move after the next.

WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK 

Her service dog, ELMER, German shepherd, approximately 2
years old, every so often raises his head and gives an
approving low grrrrrrrufffffff.

BLITZ (V.O.)
Elmer, you now inform me to go for
the attack? I agree.

Several SPECTATORS intently observe Blitz mop up pawn after
piece after pawn against MR. KING.

SPECTATORS
DAMN! NEVER SEEN NOTHING LIKE THIS!
WHO'S THE PUNK GIRL ANYWAY? SHE'S
NEW TO THE SQUARE! SHE'S HOMELESS!
SHE'S CHEATING! BLITZING OUT LIKE
THAT! IMPOSSIBLE! HELLO, THE
REINCARNATION OF FISCHER!

Mr. King's hand slightly trembles as he moves his king to 
the corner square.

BLITZ (V.O.)
I see it, Elmer! All laid out before 
me!

Elmer's eyes briefly lift to Blitz maneuvering a quick queen 
sacrifice followed by a knight smothered mate against Mr. 
King. He cocks back his middle finger and rudely flicks his 
king across the board. 

MR. KING
What's behind those glasses anyway? 
A micro chess computer? Does Little 
Miss Blitz cheat?
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SLOWLY, Blitz looks up and partially lowers her glasses to 
reveal her right eye completely covered over by a milky film 
and the second eye partially covered by the same affliction.

BLITZ
My eyes remain light sensitive. Or 
are you in the business to humiliate 
a young woman? 

SPECTATORS
Pay her King! Or you never play here 
again.

(a resounding echo)
PAY HER! PAY HER! PAY HER! PAY HER! 

Mr. King slaps down $50.00 on the table. Blitz places her 
glasses back on her head and fumbles to retrieve the money.

BLITZ
Next.

From the perimeter of the park, D'ADARIO, mid-20s, with a 
pro-SLR camera, walks his female German shepherd, CANDI, 
also 2 years old.

Both take notice of Blitz setting up the royal pieces at the 
far chess bench.

Elmer raises his head to notice Candi and releases a low 
roof.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
Hear a roof, Elmer? Notice someone 
you don't like of evil intent. Wait, 
that translates from your voice for 
a dog you do like.

With a new opponent, MR. ROOK and Blitz rapidly move their 
pawns and pieces across the chessboard as D'adario and Candi 
approach them.

D'ADARIO (V.O.)
Oh, Candi, you think the shepherd's 
a handsome boy? 

(verbalizes)
And behind those glasses, she's kind
of cute.

With his camera, D'adario shutters off a few photos of Blitz
at the chess table. 

BLITZ
Please, I must concentrate.
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Then D'adario and Candy pause a few feet from Blitz's chess
table as the K-9 eyes light up.

D'ADARIO (V.O.)
Yes, I hear you Candi. What K-9 would
not be his type, and what person
would not be her type?

Blitz briefly cocks her head toward D'adario and then remains
focused on her game.

BLITZ
What did you not understand about my
concentration?

Puzzled, D'adario looks down at Candi.

D'ADARIO (V.O.)
Did she hear that?

BLITZ
You too loudly think. Mind backing
off?

With Candi, D'adario takes several steps backward from Blitz's
chess bench.

Blitz whips out several moves and with one fell swoop mates
Mr. Rook. He half smiles and lays $10.00 on the chessboard. 

MR. ROOK
Thanks for the chess lesson. Another?

Blitz starts to pack up her chess equipment and places it in
the front pouch of a guitar backpack.

BLITZ
I engage another appointment.

D'adario and Candi stop before Blitz and Elmer. She bends
down and lifts up a classical guitar case.

D'ADARIO
You're remarkable and looks like you
play …

(affected Southern
accent)

the g-tar. May I help you with your
things?

BLITZ
Never! And g-tar? Seriously?
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D'ADARIO
Just trying to make a casual
introduction.

BLITZ
My encouragement persists you make a
casual introduction elsewhere.

Blitz places the guitar in a solid case and lifts up the
service harness to Elmer.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
Elmer time to go.

D'ADARIO
At least can I get your name?

Through her thick dark bottle glasses, Blitz tightens her
expression and places her guitar and belongings in a shopping
cart.

BLITZ
I never materialize into a first
meeting.

Blitz pushes the shopping cart with Elmer walking next to
her leaving D'adario and Candi in the park.

D'ADARIO
Well, that was … bizarre. But we
know the shepherd's name is Elmer,
and he's a handsome brute.

(looks at Candi)
You think so too pretty girl? Now
what? Doggie park time? Always! 

MR. ROOK
Her name is Blitz.

D'adario attempts to get a final look at Blitz as she and 
her K-9 disappear around a bend of the park.

D'ADARIO
Because she plays rapids chess?

MR. ROOK
She just started coming here. She 
never gave us a name, but we nickname 
everybody. Her handle is Blitz. 

Candi lifts her head and releases a bark to classical guitar 
music swelling forth.
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D'ADARIO
Okay girl, I'll finish shooting my 
photo exposé on chess players later. 
We're out of here. But the guitar? 
That was interesting.

EXT. CENTRAL PARK - NIGHT

In the Central Park Amphitheater, Blitz, still wearing her 
dark glasses, plays the Francisco Tárrega guitar solo, 
Recuerdos de la Alhambra.

CENTRAL PARK AMPHITHEATER

Intently, Blitz moves through each Tárrega piece flawlessly 
as Elmer occasionally perks up his head.

INTERLACES CUTS:

A growing CROWD intently listens to Blitz's solo concert. 

From the perimeter, D'adario shoots still pictures of Blitz.

Bending over her classical guitar, Blitz intricately works 
through her Tárrega solo guitar piece.  

From the side of the amphitheater, D'adario takes more still 
shots of Blitz.

Different faces Audience appear spellbound by Blitz's prowess 
with her Tárrega program. 

For a better angle, D'adario moves closer to Blitz. 

A young GIRL in the audience seems especially enthralled by
Blitz's performance.

Blitz strengthens her playing of the Tárrega classical guitar
composition, Recuerdos de la Alhambra.

D'adario shoots side photos of Blitz's guitar work.

Blitz effortlessly moves through the complex Tárrega tremolo
piece. 

END INTERLACES CUTS:

D'adario notices Elmer patiently sits next to his mistress.
The K-9 briefly looking up and then concentrates back on his
Blitz's guitar concert.

D'adario steadies himself and takes a series of still photos
of his subject.
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Blitz moves from the final Recuerdos de la Alhambra tremelos
and ends on the final A-major chord, allowing it to fade
out.

The Audience pregnantly pauses and then erupts in enthusiastic
applause and a standing ovation.

Blitz stands and with her classical guitar and bows several
times to a continued rounding ovation.

The Audience steps forward and drops money into Blitz's guitar
case.

The young Girl steps up to the stage and throws a flower as 
Blitz appears slightly embarrassed by the continued adulation. 
Her PARENTS then place some cash in the guitar case.

Elmer sits up and releases a boisterous WOLF!

Blitz briefly glances at Elmer and suddenly notices D'adario 
taking pictures of her.

Stowing her guitar in its backpack, Blitz looks up. 

D'ADARIO
Mind a Blitz fan?

BLITZ
Does stalking misrepresent your true 
profession?

D'ADARIO
Actually, I'm a freelance photographer
working on a New York photo exposé.
Give me your email. I'll send you
some promo pics and invited you to
my … 

BLITZ
So that's your line to stake out all 
of the young artists who perform 
here?

D'ADARIO
No, only the females. 

BLITZ
Truly?

D'ADARIO
No, not truly. I would never stalk
anyone. Truce? My name is D'adario.
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BLITZ
Like the brand of the classical guitar
strings I use? Now you relayed one
lie, how do I know more shoot through
your windpipe?

D'adario forces a smile.

D'ADARIO (V.O.)
This connection may be more difficult
than I thought.

BLITZ
Then D'adario tells me what fires
through his brain?

D'ADARIO
Easy. Punking out a chess champ and
world-class guitarist? Well, I would
never do that. Friends and I are
going to Hot Toddies for a drink.
Like to join us. 

Blitz kneels next to her guitar case and starts to collect
the money from it.

BLITZ
What happened to your dog, or was
she just a rental pet?

D'ADARIO
Candi's at my father's place; so I
could shoot this evening. 

BLITZ
(looks up)

So you enjoy meeting Elmer and me? 

D'ADARIO
In a heartbeat!

BLITZ
Tomorrow at noon, you and Candi meet
us in the dog park and lunch tastes
just an unprocessed spoonful of sugar
away.

D'ADARIO (V.O.)
I guess she wants to have lunch with
Candi and me.

BLITZ
Well see how this first visit goes.
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EXT. NYC HOMELESS ROWE - NIGHT

Blitz settles down into her spot next to a row of other
homeless MEN and WOMEN bedding down for the night under
building scaffolds.

Blitz softly pets Elmer's head.

BLITZ
I know this bears forth the 
unacceptable. Soon, I harvest enough 
money to get us into an apartment.

Elmer's warm trusting brown eyes look up at Blitz.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
What this? You want to hook up with
Candi. She is a prize. O, and you
think D'adario might play out as a
trophy boyfriend … WHAT! A trophy
husband! Those remain cruelly rare.

Blitz covers the top of her head into her sleeping bag.

DISSOLVE TO:

In the middle of the night, Elmer lifts his head and gives a
low guttural growl followed by several sharp BARKS.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
Good boy. Somebody lurks out there?

Blitz raises her head out of the sleeping bag and two
unidentified ASSAILANTS runoff.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
Whoever lurks out there, we engage
full cosmic forces to illuminate
you. AND NEVER COME BACK HERE LOOKING
TO BECOME DEATOMIZED!

INT. D'ADARIO'S PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO - NIGHT

D'adario sits at his computer and in photoshop tweaks out
one black and white still pictures of Blitz playing chess
and then her classical guitar with Elmer laying at her side.

Candi raises her head and offers up a little doggy whimper.

D'ADARIO
Don't worry young lady. We're going
to find out just who these two are.
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EXT. MANHATTAN DOGGY PARK - DAY

D'adario whips out plastic chuckers to launch tennis balls
for Candi and Elmer chasing down every toss. 

BLITZ
Like everybody else, you must convert
at the very least, one question.

Blitz temporarily lowers her glasses to see how far the dogs
chase the ball.

D'ADARIO
Questions? Yes, like moping up at
the chess tables, playing your fingers
to the bone on a guitar for tips.
How did those impressive skills
originate?

BLITZ
I cannot capitalize on printing my
own money either ethically or legally;
so …

D'ADARIO
Whoa! I didn't imply anything else.

Both K-9s return to Blitz and D'adario and plop down in the
shade.

BLITZ
So Don D'adario tell me about your
photography, your family, your life.

D'ADARIO
Good enough. I've been shooting stills
since I was seven years old.

BLITZ
That embraces a young age.

D'ADARIO
(slightly puzzled)

Yes, and I specialize in taking black
and white images – mostly of people
and landscapes that interest me.
Then I add in just a spot of color.
I call it, Black and White Plus. By
the way, may I use one of the images
I shot of you? You make a great
subject. Make you famous.

BLITZ
No, and I eternally remain no one's
subject.
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D'adario looks dejected.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
Unless …

D'adario's expression lightens.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
Please, I request that you take my
picture with my glasses on and my
face half on the other side of my
guitar neck.

D'ADARIO
That's a deal!

(VO)
This will be a challenge. Maybe she's
fugitive from justice.

BLITZ
You may celebrate that I hide my
identity from someone?

D'ADARIO
Are you reading my thoughts? Because
that's not fair.

BLITZ
(a wry smile)

Maybe fairness augments no passions;
so maybe, you best be careful what
you think around me.

D'ADARIO
Okay. 

(claps his hands
together)

Now is everyone hungry from chasing
tennis balls all over the park because
I brought a picnic and mucho doggy
treats.

BLITZ
Are you always so … confectionalized?

D'ADARIO
You mean sweet? Just like to think
that I do the right thing.

DISSOLVE TO:

Both K-9s rest under the picnic table as D'adario and Blitz
sit opposite each other.
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BLITZ
Tell me D'adario, I sense you have
not cross to the other road about
emotive forays regarding your mother?

D'ADARIO
You mean what happened to my mother?
She left my father when I was like
very, very young. I was only three
years old.

BLITZ
Abandon the family? Brutal! We might
make a pair a pair of jokers. And
how did you feel about your mother?

D'ADARIO
Horrible! A rival mafia war. She was
the victim of a car explosion. I was
shipped off to boarding schools and
college in Italy. Recently, I just
decided to return.

BLITZ
Tell me not to run the mafia industry?

D'ADARIO
I'm not involved in the mafia, but
I've moved into my studio on the
lower West Side. Like to see my
etchings?

BLITZ
Has that manure line ever worked?

D'ADARIO
(verbally stumbling)

No, because I never said that before.
Just a joke. Listen, tomorrow night
is my show at the Downtown Photo
Gallery. Be my guest? Show up. Enjoy.
Perhaps meet some New Yorker friends.

Blitz draws in a full breath.

BLITZ
With such a family connection, why
would there be no inquiries of past,
present, or plans for my future?

D'adario slightly shifts to move closer to Blitz.
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D'ADARIO
Thought you'd tell me about yourself
when you're ready. Besides, all my
life I've tried to mind my own
business.

Blitz half laughs forth …

BLITZ
Really, Photog Boy? Spoiler alarm!
You take pictures of bystanders
whether you know their yes or no.

D'ADARIO
I like the lighting and angles by
shooting my subject from a distance.
I know your chess handle is Blitz?

Blitz initiates an animated passion play also signing in
Sign Language.

BLITZ
In 1948, my parents were driving
across the country when they
approached Roswell. Everyone's
awareness resolves specifically to
south-central New Mexico?

D'adario's attention rises.

D'ADARIO
Home of a crashed alien spaceship?

Blitz temporarily removes her dark glasses.

BLITZ
In the flash of a blinding light, my
parents disappeared for 5 decades.
Miraculously, they reappeared in
1998, and to the surprise of the
universe, I popped out from between
my mother's legs in the back seat of
their 1947 Oldsmobile. 

D'adario's face remains FROZEN IN TIME.

D'ADARIO
(quirky frown)

Honestly …

Blitz looks slightly amused with herself.
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BLITZ
(again animated)

Truth is my parents were robbing
banks across the county when Johnny
Law bushed whacked them into a
shootout. 

Blitz pokes holes into the air around her.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
After 500 bullet holes in their car,
Moms and Pops were Swiss cheese, but
there wasn't a single bullet wound
anywhere on my body strapped in the
back in a car seat.

D'adario's face tightens.

D'ADARIO
(pensive)

Okay, so Blitz grew up in two parallel
universes. 

BLITZ
Exactly.

Candi sits up and releases an approving growl.

D'ADARIO
Let's say the second story is the
reality, which means you would have
then grown up in an orphanage or
perhaps adopted.

BLITZ
Multiple orphanages. 

Blitz then contemplates for a moment.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
Manifest this. Only special people
can raise a child that is not their
own.

D'ADARIO
And chess and guitar, what about
those special powers you possess? 

Blitz instantly stands followed by Elmer, and she looks down
on D'adario and Candi to the filtering riffs of JAZZ MUSIC.

BLITZ
I never play out to be some sideshow
attraction for anyone's amusement.
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Surprised, D'adario also stands. 

D'ADARIO
I meant no offense. Am I going to
see you again? 

D'adario walks after Blitz and then suddenly stops.

D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
Tomorrow can we meet here in the
park? At the very least attend my
photo show.

Blitz and Elmer walk off again with her belongings in a
shopping cart to the bulging riffs of JAZZ MUSIC.

EXT. 5TH AVENUE AND BROADWAY - NIGHT

Jamming with several other STREET MUSICIANS, Blitz licks out
jazz chords and jazz leads.

A CROWD starts to build as the music heats up.

Elmer rocks his head side to side keeping the beat.

While jamming with the Street Musicians, Blitz appears
completely absorbed into the music. 

The Crowd progressively places more and more money into
Blitz's guitar case.

Behind her glasses, Blitz looks enraptured in her performance.

INT. D'ADARIO'S PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO - NIGHT

D'adario prints off a black and white photo with a touch of
rainbow effect off of silver strings.

Blitz's face remains partially hidden behind the neck of her
guitar while she plays jazz at the 5th Avenue junction. 

EXT. WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK - DAY

At a chess table, Blitz blitzes out one rapid move after the
next against a determined, Mr. King who briefly glances at
the chess clock. Rudely, he snaps his fingers pointing at
the timepiece. 

MR. KING
¡EL TIEMPO! TIME! BLITZ'S LOSSES! 

Blitz reluctantly pulls $10.00 from out of an inner pocket
and lays it down the chessboard to which Mr. King snaps it
right up. 
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MR. KING (CONT'D)
That's three in a row. Want to go
for four?

Blitz looks down at Elmer.

BLITZ
Take this monkey for all he's got? 

Elmer blinks her eyes one time.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
All right! Sure! Why not? Double the
stakes! 

Just before she starts to play, Blitz scans the crowd to not
see D'adario and Candi.

MULTIPLE CUTS: Blitz whips out one blitz move after the next
against Mr. King.

The chess clock SPEEDS UP approaching zero time.

With a knight, Blitz places Mr. King into check, punches the
clock, and declares. 

BLITZ (CONT'D)
CHECK AND TIME!

MR. KING
DAMN!

Mr. King slaps down two $100.00s on the table. 

MR. KING (CONT'D)
REMATCH!

BLITZ
Challenging remains for a later date. 

Blitz again looks for D'adario and Candi.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
There exists an engagement I must
stretch into reality.

MR. KING
What the hell are you trying to say?
You owe me a rematch.

MR. ROOK (O.S.)
Yo chess nuts roasting on an open
searing flame.

Mr. King looks up at Mr. Rook.
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MR. ROOK (CONT'D)
By now, you must believe Blitz is 
the better player, and she simply 
hustled the chess hustler.

INT. DOWNTOWN PHOTO GALLERY - NIGHT

D'adario walks through a throng of PHOTO FANS as they high 
praise his Black and White Plus photography. 

D'adario attempts to scan past the Photo Fans but does not 
see Blitz.

D'ADARIO
(looks down at Candi)

Looks like your boy dog and my want-
to-be-girlfriend are a no-show.

MISS FOXY, early 20, coifed out, steps up to D'adario. 

MISS FOXY
What a zapped out message you relay! 
Wow! Living in the black and white 
world but then a splash of color. 
You're one impressive photog dude!

D'ADARIO
Very kind, thanks.

MISS FOXY
But must you take that mangy dog
wherever you go?

Candi clears her throat to an audible grrrrrrr.

D'ADARIO
Well, she is my pet.

Miss Foxy stats to cozy up to D'adario.

MISS FOXY
(totally flirtatious)

Listen, I could be your pet. Could
you shoot me naked and leave one of
my nipples pink, and I'll show you
the other bear colors of my rainbow.

Candi defensively growls up at Miss Foxy.

D'ADARIO
Candi, these are all my …

Suddenly, a classical guitar solo filters across the room to
D'adario spotting Blitz playing her string instrument in the
far corner of the gallery.
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D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
(to Miss Foxy)

Excuse me – a pressing matter.

D'adario walks over to Blitz intently concentrating on playing
her classical guitar.

D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
I didn't mean for you to play, but 
it really adds to …

While continuing to play, Blitz looks up.

BLITZ
The cost of this will exponentiate 
more than you can calculate; so at 
this time let your feelings not 
collapse into a masturbated feast.

D'ADARIO
(points to Miss Foxy)

You must mean Miss Foxy! I've never 
met her before, or will I ever see 
her again.

Blitz continue to play the classical guitar at a high level.

BLITZ
A debatable supposition. Or you care 
not for a woman around our age?

D'ADARIO
I'd like to like you better. In fact 
what I'd really like to do is …

Blitz stops playing and holds up one hand.

BLITZ
For the sanity of the universe, to
early to go all rogue orgasmic on
me. That image burns through my little
brain. O the stain on our refrain.
Allow me to finish my last set, and
a hot toddy may lay before our path.

Blitz continues with a new guitar solo as D'adario steps
back, smiles, and continues to mingle with the Photo Fans.

D'ADARIO (V.O.)
(to Candi)

See? There is hope.
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EXT. TIME SQUARE - NIGHT

As the illuminations of Time Square brilliant forth, Blitz
walks toward the center video billboards taking in the full
force of the light feast.

She then removes her glasses with her eyes attempting to
pull in the full-force of Time Square's visual magnificence.

The lights initiate a pin-wheel effect within Blitz's corona.

The entire Time Square starts spinning around Blitz's head.

D'adario catches Blitz just before she cracks her head on
the pavement to Elmer and Candi joining their side. 

D'ADARIO
CALL 911! CALL 911 NOW! BLITZ GET
THIS STRAIGHT! YOU ARE NOT DYING ON
MY WATCH! NOT TONIGHT! NOT EVER!

Elmer and Candi also rush up to her side, as D'adario lifts 
up her head, and cradles her in his arm.

SLOW DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY

Blitz lays in bed with multiple medical tubes protruding 
from her body with D'adario patiently sitting by her side.

EVER SO SLOWLY, Blitz releases a faint whimper.

DISCOVERY SHOT: D'adario, Candi, and Elmer all raise their 
heads up to look at Blitz, who releases another faint whimper.

D'adario kneels closer to Blitz.

D'ADARIO
Blitz, if you're in there, we'd all 
like to hear from you.

Blitz's eyes flutter as if in R.E.M. sleep.

D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
It's all good. You don't have to 
wake up now. Later will be just 
suitable.

With all of her strength, Blitz attempts to open her eyes. 

D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
I now know what you're thinking. 
What is this handsome Italian kid 
doing kneeling by my bedside?
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D'adario looks at both Elmer and Candi, who both widen their 
eyes.

D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
Trying to pull the wool over the 
male human's eyes? I know what you 
two K-9 are scamming.

EXT. MANHATTAN DOGGY PARK - DAY

D'adario pushes Blitz in a wheelchair with Elmer and Candi 
tethered to two dog leashes.

D'ADARIO
See what a beautiful day? Our doggy
buddies agree.

Blitz appears catatonic as D'adario unleashes the K-9s.

D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
I'll just get the old chucker out
and see how fast our pouches run.

D'adario chucks a tennis ball as far as he can to Elmer and
Candi, running full on after the ball. He then unhooks the
straps holding Blitz upright. 

D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
There. You'll feel better being out
in the sun.

D'adario bends down and lifts Blitz upright with her arms
around his neck.

D'ADARIO (CONT'D)
I swear you get stronger each day.

BLITZ
(face to face)

Are you my caregiver?

D'ADARIO
Blitz, those are the first words you
have spoken in … 

(takes in a breath)

BLITZ
In how long?

D'ADARIO
Are you sure you want to know?

BLITZ
Yes. Please.
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BLITZ (CONT'D)
Fourteen months? Why do I seem one
hundred percent blind?

D'ADARIO
To save your life, both tumors needed
to be removed. Sorry.

BLITZ
Sorry for saving my life? Interesting.
I remember nothing except … Yes, I
played classical guitar at some
photography exhibit.

D'ADARIO
Yes, that's right. You played at my
Black and White Plus photo show. 

BLITZ
And you are?

D'ADARIO
(deflated)

You don't remember me?

D'adario whistles for Candi and Elmer to join them.

BLITZ
O now I recall …

(points to Elmer)
Elmer wolfs forth as my trusty service
dog and Candi …

Blitz pets Candi on her head.

BLITZ (CONT'D)
(mischievously)

Young lady, where hides your owner?

Shaking his head, D'adario temporarily closes his eyes.

D'ADARIO
(with sad eyes)

Blitz, she's my shepherd. I'm her
owner. My name is …

BLITZ
Don D'adario. Just my little practical
joke on you. Hope you do not mind.

Candi and Elmer romp over to Blitz and D'adario and dutifully
sit down at their feet to classical guitar music stringing
forth.

HARD CUT TO:
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INT. CENTRAL PARK - NIGHT

Sitting in the Central Park amphitheater, Blitz, still wearing
her dark glasses, plays the challenging second Adagio movement 
from Joaquín Rodrigo's, Concierto de Aranjuez.

ONE YEAR LATER

Blitz's fingers expertly moves over the guitars fret neck.

Standing off of State Left, D'adario lovingly looks at Blitz's
prowess on the guitar.

D'adario kneels between Candi and Elmer.

D'ADARIO
I know what you guys are thinking.
How in the ending of it all, did I
rate such a beautiful, smart, talented
with quirky sentences of a wife? 

Blitz maintains the intensity of the Concierto de Aranjuez
song.

FADE OUT:


